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Probably the most interesting property of these subsets is that whenever the arc-curve is closed, it is itself a continuous curve. The arc-curves are intimately connected with the theory of separation of points in continuous curves, since if a closed set separates a pair of points in the arc-curve of the pair of points with respect to a given continuous curve, the closed set separates the points in the given continuous curve. We define a basic set of a continuous curve as any set whose arc-curve is the continuous curve itself. Necessary and sufficient conditions are given in order that a subset of a continuous curve be a basic set and in order that a basic set be irreducible.
It is assumed that all point sets of the paper lie in a two-dimensional euclidean space. % Notation. Wherever a symbol H is used to denote a point set, the symbol H denotes the point set consisting of the points of H plus all limit points of H. If u and v are points of a simple continuous arc a, the symbol uv denotes the subarc of a with u and v as end points if u^v, and if u = v, the symbol uv denotes the single point u( = v). Hereafter we shall use the term "arc" to mean "simple continuous arc." If uv is an arc with end points u and v, the symbols <uv, uv>, <uv> denote uv -u, uv-v, uv-u-v respectively. If A and B are sets of points, the symbol A c B means A is a subset of B, but it is not implied that A is a proper subset of B. I Lemma. If P is a point of a set K such that K -P is the sum of two mutually separated point sets Ki and K& and A and B are distinct points of Ki+P, then K2 contains no point of any arc from A to B which belongs entirely to K.
Definition.
Let F be a subset of a continuous curve M. The set of all points [P] , such that P lies on some arc of M whose end points are points of K, will be called the arc-curve of K with respect to M and will be denoted by M(K). In case K consists of a single point, we define the arc-curve of K with respect to M to be this single point.
It is evident that the set M(K) is connected and contains the set K. We shall proceed to determine further properties of the point set M(K). Theorem 1. If H and K are subsets of the continuous curve M and H is a subset of K, then M(H) is a subset of M(K).
The truth of this theorem follows easily from the definition. Theorem 2. If K is any subset of the continuous curve M, the point set M(K) -M(K) is a subset of the point set K-K.
Suppose there exists a point x which belongs to M{K)-M(K) but not to K -K. Then x belongs to M -K. Let y be a point of K, and let xy denote an arc of M whose end points are x and y. If d is any component* of M-xy, let PXd and Pv<¡ denote the first and last limit points of d on xy in the order from x to y. The points PXd and Pyi exist (but are not necessarily distinct) for each component d since the set of limit points of a* on the arc xy is closed. Let 2i denote the first point of K+y on the arc xy in the order x to y. Evidently Xï^Zi. If K consists of a single point or if M-xy is vacuous, we may arrive at a contradiction easily by using the Lemma. If neither of these two hold, let S be the set of all points [PXd] such that d contains a point of K. The arc xy contains a point 22 such that either (a) 22 belongs to S and every point of S lies on the subarc 22y of xy, or (b) 22 belongs to xy-S, every point of S lies on the subarc 22y of xy and 22 is a limit point of S, or (c) S is vacuous and 22 = zi. Since x does not belong to M(K), x is not a point of S. If x is a limit point of S, it is also a limit point of Ff which is contrary to the hypothesis. Thenz2¿¿x. Let z3 be the first point of the set Zi+22 on the arc xy in the order x to y. If 23 = y, we may obtain a contradiction by using the Lemma. Then x t^ z3 ¿¿ y.
Suppose <xzz contains a point p such that M-xy contains no component d such that p lies between Pxd and Pyd. If x and y lie in the same component of M-p, there exists an arc a with end points x and y and lying entirely in the set M-p* In the order from x to y the arc a has a last point ¿i in common with the subarc xp of the arc xy ; and on the subarc hy of a there is a first point h in common with the subarc py of xy. If d" denotes the component of M-xy containing the subarc tik of a, the point P lies between the points Pxda and Pyda contrary to our supposition that no such component exists. Hence
where Mx and Mv are non-vacuous mutually separated sets containing x and y respectively, and Mx is connected.
Then My+poK, and by the Lemma, x is not a limit point of M(K), which contradicts the hypothesis of the theorem. Thus we have shown that if p is any point of <xz3 there is a set dp such that p lies between Pxdp and Pydp.
Since only a finite number of the components of M -xy are of diameter greater than a given positive number, there is a component o\ such that (a) z3 lies between Pxdl and Pydl on the arc xy, (b) if d is any component of M-xy such that z3 lies between Pxd and Pyd on the arc xy, then Pzd lies on the subarc yPxdi-UPxd^x, there is a component d2 oí M-xy such that (a) P"¡, lies between Pxd, and Pyd" (b) if d is any component of M -xy such thatPI(¡1 lies between PXd and Pyd, then Pld lies on the subarc yPXd¡ of the arc xy. Continue this process. In general, if Pxdi-^x, there is a component di(i>l) of M-xy such that (a) Px<¡;_, lies between PI(¡1. and Pydi on the arc xy, (b) if d is any component of M -xy such that Pxdi-X lies between Pxd and P"á, then Pld lies on the subarc yPxdi of the arc sy. If for any value of i, PXd¡=x, the process terminates at this point; if not, we continue the process indefinitely.
In the set zJPydl > there is a point z0 such that either (1) there is a component do of M-xy containing a point z of K such that Pxdo = z0, or (2) z0 is a point of K. In case (1), by a theorem due to R. L. Wilder,! there exists an arc An whose end points are z and z0 and such that A0 belongs to d0 except for the point z0. In case (2), let A0 and z each denote the single point Zo-For every ¿>0 such that d¡ is defined, there exists an arc Ai with end pointsPxd. andP,,^ and such that di contains <^4,->.
If there exists an integer n such that PXdn = x and n is odd, let It is evident that cti and a2 are arcs with end points 2 and x and y and x respectively, and that they have only the point x in common. Then ai+a2 is an arc of M from y to z containing the point x. If there exists an integer » such that PXdn=x and » is even, let
In this case we see that ai+a2 is an arc of M from 2 to y which contains the point x.
If for every integer », Pid^x, there is a point q which is the sequential limit point of the sequence PXdu PXd2, PXd3, • • • . We shall show that q = x. If not, then there is a component dq of M -xy satisfying the conditions (a) and (b) with respect to the point q. There is a smallest integer^' such that Pxdj is a point of qPyiq>.
Then a*i+i fails to satisfy condition (b), since PXdj lies between Pxiq and P"dt on the arc xy but the arc yPXdj+1 does not contain PXdq. Hence q = x. In this case let
Since x is the sequential limit point of the sequences [Pid2i] and [P^-J and the diameters of the arcs Ai approach zero as i increases, the sets ax and a2 are arcs of M with end points 2 and x and y and x respectively. It is evident that the arcs «i and a2 have only the point x in common, and thus ai+a2 is an arc of M with end points 2 and y and containing the point x.
In any case then, the point x lies on some arc of M whose end points y and 2 belong to K. But this is contrary to the assumption that x c M(K) -MiK), which proves our theorem. Theorem 3. If K is any subset of the continuous curve M and a is an arc of M whose end points belong to M(K), the arc-curve M(K) contains every point of a except possibly the end points.
Suppose there exists an arc a of M whose end points belong to M(K) such that <a> contains a point z that does not belong to M(K). Since the end points of a belong to M(K), the set K contains at least two points. Since z belongs to <a>, it is not an end point of M* Hence either ( By a theorem due to G. T. WhyburnJ there is a maximal cyclic curve C of M containing the simple closed curve J. If C contains two points x and y of K, let JXI be a simple closed curve of C containing x and z. If the point y lies on Jxz, there is an arc of JXI with end points x and y and containing z. Suppose y does not belong to /". Now as x is not a cut point of C, § there exists an arc yvz of C-x with end points y and z. In the order from y to z let / be the first point of Jxz on the arc yvz. If t^z, then the subarc yt of yvz plus that arc of Jxt from t to x that contains z is an arc of C from xtoy containing z ; while if / = z, either arc of JXI from x to z may be used together with the subarc yt of yvz. Then if C contains two points x and y of K, there is an arc of C with end points x and y and containing z; and thus z belongs to M(K). point w in C* We may assume that ws¿x, for if w = x, then, with the Lemma, we could find another component of M -C containing a point of K and whose limit point in C is not x. Since M(K) is a connected subset of M -z, the points w and 2 are distinct. There exists an arc «i with end points w and y and lying in Dy except for the point w. As above there exists an arc a2 of C with end points w and x and containing the point z. The set «i+a2 is an arc of M containing 2 and whose end points x and y belong to K. Hence z belongs to MiK). The set D{ contains a point n¿ of K. There exists an arc j3, whose end points are u, and i>,-and which lies in Z>¿ except for w¡. There exists an arc /33 of C with end points Mi and w2 and containing 2. The set ßi+ft+ft is an arc of M containing 2 whose end points vi and v2 belong to K. Hence 2 belongs to M(K). Thus the assumption that 2 does not belong to M(K) leads to a contradiction in every case.
In Theorem 3 we see that every interior point of an arc of M, whose end points belong to M(K), belongs to M(K). We may ask if the end points must belong to M(K) also. The following simple example shows that this is not the case. Let M be the interval whose end points are (0, 0) and (1, 0). Let K be the segment, i.e. the interval minus its end points, from (0, 0) to (1, 0). The points (0, 0) Theorem 5. If K is any subset of the continuous curve M, the set M(K) is arc-wise connected im kleinen* Let x be any point of M(K), and e be any positive number. Since M is a continuous curve, there exists a positive number 8tx such that any point of M whose distance from x is less than ¿5« can be joined to x by an arc of M whose diameter is less than e. Let y be any point of M(K) whose distance from x is less than 5«. There exists an arc a oí M with end points x and y and whose diameter is less than e. By Theorem 3, every point of a belongs to M(K), and thus M(K) is arc-wise connected im kleinen.
From Theorems 4 and 5, we have Theorem 6. // K is any subset of the continuous curve M, the set M(K) is connected im kleinen.
Since every point of a continuous curve which is not an end point is an interior point of some arc belonging to the continuous curve, we have from Theorems 3 and 6 the following result: // K is any subset of the continuous curve M, every point of the set M(K) -M(K) is an end point of the continuous curve M(K).
From Theorems 2 and 5, we have the important result Similarly M(x+y)-y is connected. Hence neither x nor y is a cut point of M (x+y).
The following example shows that Theorem 8 does not remain true if the set K contains more than two points. Let M be the interval from (0, 0) * A point set H is said to be arc-wise connected im kleinen if for each point x of H and each positive number «, there exists a positive number S,x such that any point of H whose distance from x is less than StT can be joined to x by an arc of H whose diameter is less than «. For closed sets the properties connected im kleinen and arc-wise connected im kleinen are equivalent.
to (2, 0). Let the set K consist of the three points (0, 0), (1,0), and (2, 0). In this case the point (1,0) is a cut point of the arc-curve M(K). Part'(l).
If P is a point of M(K)-K, there exists an arc of M whose end points are points of K and containing P as an interior point. Then P cannot be an end point of M(K) by Theorem 4 of my paper Concerning continuous curves and correspondences.% Part (2). Suppose T has two limit points P and Q in M(K). Using a theorem due to R. L. Wilder, § there exists an arc whose end points are P and Q and which lies entirely in T except for the points P and Q. But this is seen to be impossible from Theorem 3. Part (3) may be proved using a theorem due to R. L. Moore.|| Part (4) may be proved without difficulty using Part (2) Sciences, vol. 12(1926) , pp. 745-753, Theorem 6.
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Definition.
A subset K of a continuous curve M will be called a basic set of the continuous curve if M (K) =M. A basic set of a continuous curve M will be said to be irreducible if it contains no proper subset which is a basic set of M.
Theorem 11. In order that a subset K of a continuous curve M be a basic set of M, it is necessary and sufficient that (1) K contain at least two points unless M consists of a single point, (2) There exists an arc oi, whose end points are x and Ci and every point of which belongs to Mi, and an arc a2, whose end points are e2 and z and such that every point of a2 except z is a point of M2. Let p be the first point of the subarc xz of the arc xy on the arc ai in the order Ci to x. Since «icAfi, pj^z. Then the subarc dp of «i plus the subarc pz of xy plus the arc a2 is an arc of M whose end points Ci and e2 belong to K. Then every point of the subarc pz of xy belongs to M(K). But every point of the set pz > precedes z on the arc xy in the order x to y, which contradicts our assumption that z is the first point of the set M(K) on this arc in this order.
If z is not a cut point of M, let w be a point of K distinct from z. The existence of the point w follows from condition (1). As M-z is connected, there is an arc xw with end points x and w, every point of which belongs to M -z. In the order x to w let qi be the last point of the sübarc xz of xy on the arc xw, and let q2 be the first point of the set M(K) on the subarc qiW of xw. We have q^qi^z, and thus the subarc q2qi of xw plus the subarc qxz of xy is an arc of M which has only its end points in common with M(K). But this is impossible by Theorem 3. Then the point x belongs to M(K), since yxz is an arc of M whose end points belong to M(K). Therefore the conditions are sufficient.
Theorem 12. In order that a basic set K of a continuous curve M be irreducible, it is necessary and sufficient that there should not exist an arc of M which contains three distinct points of K.
The condition is necessary. Suppose K is an irreducible basic set of M, and that M contains an arc a which contains three distinct points x, y, z of K. One of these points, and we will suppose x is the one, lies between the other two on the arc a. We shall prove that K-x is a basic set of M and thus show that K is reducible, by showing that K-x satisfies the three conditions of Theorem 11.
The set K-x satisfies condition (1) since it contains the two points y and 2. The set K contains every end point of M since it is a basic set of M, and x is not an end point of M since it is interior to an arc of M, namely the arc a. Hence K-x contains every end point of M and condition (2) (2) if C is a maximal cyclic curve of M, the set C contain two points, one point or no point of K according as C contains no cut point, one cut point or more than one cut point of M.
The conditions are necessary. Let K be an irreducible basic set of the continuous curve M. If K contains a point z which is a cut point of M, let Mi and M2 be two distinct components of M-z. Since K is a basic set, by Theorem 11 the component Mi (i = l, 2) contains a point xt of K. Let a denote an arc of M whose end points are xi and x2. Since Mi and M2 are components oí M -z, the arc a contains the point z. Then K is not irreducible by Theorem 12.
If C is a maximal cyclic curve of M and contains no cut point of M, then C = M* Then K consists of just two points, for if K contains three or more points, there exists an arc of M containing three points of K] and, by Theorem 12, the set K is not an irreducible basic set. If C contains just one cut point P of M, the set C -P is a component of M -P and thus contains at least one point of K by Theorem 11. If C -P contains two points x and y of K, there is an arc ai belonging to C which contains y and whose end points are P and x. Let Mi be a component of M-P which is distinct from C-P, and let z be a point of K which belongs to Mi (Theorem 11). There exists an arc a2 whose end points are P and z and which lies in Mi except for the point P. Then ai+a2 is an arc of M which contains three points x, y, z of K. But this is impossible since K is an irreducible basic set (Theorem 12). If C contains two cut points P and Q of M, let Mi be a component of M-P which does not contain C-P, and let M2 be a component of M-Q which does not contain C-P. It may be seen easily that Mi and M2 have no common points. Let x and y be points of K which belong to Mi and M2 respectively (Theorem 11). Now suppose C contains a point z of K. Since condition (1) is necessary, P^z^Q.
There exist arcs «i and a2 with end points x and P and y and Q respectively, and such that oti lies in Mi except for the point P and a2 lies in M2 except for the point Q. There exists an arc a3 with end points P and Q and such that z c a3 c C.
Then ai+a2+a3
is an arc of M containing three points x, y, and z of K. But this is impossible, for K is an irreducible basic set of M.
The conditions are sufficient. Let F be a basic set of M satisfying the two conditions, and suppose that K is reducible. Then K contains a proper subset H which is a basic set of M. Let x be a point of K-H. By Theorem 11, the set H contains every end point of M. Then the point x is not an end point of M. By condition (1), the set K contains no cut point of M ; and since x c K, the point x is not a cut point of M. Hence the point x must lie on some simple closed curve of M, and there is a maximal cyclic curve C containing the point x* If C contains no cut point of M, every point of H belongs to C. Since H contains at least two points (Theorem 11) and H cK, the maximal cyclic curve C contains three points of K, contrary to condition (2). If C contains one cut point P of M, the set C -P is a component of M -P and contains at least one point of H (Theorem 11). Then the curve C contains two points of K, contradicting condition (2). If C contains more than one cut point of M, C contains the point x of K, thus contradicting condition (2). Hence the conditions are sufficient.
It is evident that every basic set of a bounded continuous curve contains a subset which is an irreducible basic set. Also there are continuous curves which have more than one irreducible basic set. 
